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ABSTRACT

Disclosed are a method and device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, as well as a mobile terminal. In creating and initializing a text file, first mobile terminal ID information is written in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, information to be stored is ciphered and written in the text file, and the text file is stored; in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information are loaded into a memory; and a mode of displaying text information is determined; and in displaying the stored information, when it is determined to display text information as plaintext, authentication is performed to determine if a local mobile terminal is authorized to decipher the ciphered information loaded in the memory according to the first mobile terminal ID information, and when the mobile terminal is authorized, the ciphered information is deciphered and displayed as plaintext, or ciphertext is displayed if the mobile terminal is not authorized. With the disclosure, it is possible to effectively stop someone other than a user of a mobile terminal from connecting the mobile terminal to a computer through a Universal Serial Bus (USB) and stealing user information in the mobile terminal.
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In creating and initializing a text file, first mobile terminal ID information is written in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, information to be stored is ciphered and written in the text file, and the text file is stored.

In reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information are loaded into a memory.

A mobile terminal determines a mode of displaying text information.

- Displayed as plaintext
- Displayed in cipher

In displaying the stored information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory is authenticated according to the first mobile terminal ID information.

- Authenticated
- Not authenticated

The ciphered information loaded in the memory is deciphered and displayed as plaintext.

Ciphertext is displayed.
Fig. 2

A first part of data: first mobile terminal ID information

A second part of data: ciphered user-input information

Text file

Fig. 3
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A second mobile terminal reads contact information in a phone book from a database file into a memory.

The second mobile terminal determines a mode of display.

- Displayed as plaintext
- Displayed in cipher

The second mobile terminal authenticates an authorization for decipherment according to a first ESN.

Authenticated

- The second mobile terminal deciphers the contact information in the phone book loaded in the memory.

- The second mobile terminal displays before a user the contact information in the phone book as plaintext.

Not authenticated

- The second mobile terminal displays ciphertext.

The flow of reading and displaying the contact information in the phone book ends.
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AUTHENTICATION FOR DECRYPTING CIPHERTEXT AND DISPLAYING DECRYPTED INFORMATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of mobile communication technology, and in particular to a method and device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, as well as a mobile terminal.

BACKGROUND

With wide spread of mobile terminals, information stored in a mobile terminal of a user faces a growing security problem. When a mobile terminal is out of control of its user within a short period of time, such as when the user leaves the mobile terminal in an office or a hotel, or at home, or loses the mobile terminal, if information on contacts, short messages, call records stored in the mobile terminal relates to user privacy, then chances of the mobile terminal being used by someone else will pose a serious potential threat to security of the user information in the mobile terminal.

A corresponding solution has been proposed in existing art to secure information in a mobile terminal. For example, contacts of a mobile terminal user are classified as general contacts and private contacts; and the general contacts and the private contacts are stored separately. When a private contact calls or sends a short message, information displayed on an interface of a mobile terminal is hidden or ciphered. Alternatively, based on a preset mode of displaying a contact, information on a general contact is displayed as plaintext, and information on a private contact is displayed in cipher.

With the existing art, information in a mobile terminal is secured by hiding or ciphering information displayed on an interface of a mobile terminal. However, when a user loses control over a mobile terminal within a short period of time, an existing method cannot stop someone else from connecting the mobile terminal to a computer via a Universal Serial Bus (USB) and stealing the information stored in the mobile terminal, such as by connecting the mobile terminal to a computer via a USB, and copying an information storing database file in the mobile terminal to the computer, and then to an unauthorized mobile terminal. Then, information on contacts, short messages, call records and memos stored in the mobile terminal of the user may be identified and displayed normally by the unauthorized mobile terminal. In particular, there will be a higher probability of successfully stealing information in one mobile terminal with another mobile terminal of the same brand and the same model. In addition, if a mobile terminal of a user is connected to a computer via a USB, then someone other than the user may acquire information on contacts, short messages, call records and memos stored in the mobile terminal easily using a PC (personal computer) side software of the mobile terminal.

SUMMARY

In view of this, it is desired that embodiments of the disclosure provide a method and device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, as well as a mobile terminal, capable of effectively stopping someone, other than a user of a mobile terminal, from connecting the mobile terminal to a computer through a USB and stealing user information in the mobile terminal.

To this end, a technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows.

The disclosure provides a method for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, including steps of:

- in creating and initializing a text file, writing first mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file; in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information, loading the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information into a memory; and determining a mode of displaying text information; and in displaying the stored information, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext.

In an embodiment, the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information may be read by: reading the first mobile terminal ID information by reading the starting part of the text file of a length of the first mobile terminal ID information, and reading the stored information in the text file starting from an offset point, wherein a length between a starting point of the text file and the offset point equals the length of the first mobile terminal ID information.

In an embodiment, the method may further include a step of: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined and/or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, displaying ciphertext by

on a display interface of a second mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

In an embodiment, the method may further include a step of: providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, via which the user may set a mode of displaying text information,

wherein the mode of displaying text information may include the mode of displaying text information as plaintext and a mode of displaying text information in cipher.

In an embodiment, the first mobile terminal ID information may be feature information uniquely identifying a first mobile terminal, and may be:

- an Electronic Serial Number (ESN), a Mobile Equipment Identifier (MEID), or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer;

- or may be: a ciphered ID obtained by converting an ESN, a MEID, or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer using a ciphering algorithm.

In an embodiment, the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment may be: reading, by a second mobile terminal, the first mobile terminal ID information written in the starting part of the text file when the text file is created and initialized; reading information on an ID of the second mobile terminal; comparing the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information;

or the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment...
may be: converting information on an ID of a second mobile terminal using a ciphering algorithm to obtain a ciphered second ID; comparing the ciphered second ID to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the ciphered second ID is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the ciphered second ID is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information.

The disclosure further provides a device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, including: a storage module, a text ciphering and writing module, a text reading module, a decipherment authorization authenticating module and a text deciphering and displaying module, wherein

the text ciphering and writing module is configured for: in creating and initializing a text file, writing first mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file in the storage module;

the storage module is configured for storing the text file;

the text reading module is configured for: in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information by a second mobile terminal, loading, from the storage module, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information into a memory;

the decipherment authorization authenticating module is configured for: determining a mode of displaying text information; and in displaying the stored information by the second mobile terminal, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated; and when the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, sending the text deciphering and displaying module a notification of an authenticated authorization for decipherment; and

the text deciphering and displaying module is configured for: after receiving the notification sent by the decipherment authorization authenticating module, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext.

In an embodiment, the device may further include a ciphertext displaying module configured for, when receiving from the decipherment authorization authenticating module, a notification to display text information in cipher, displaying ciphertext by: on a display interface of the second mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion, wherein

the decipherment authorization authenticating module may be configured for: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined and/or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, sending the ciphertext displaying module the notification to display text information in cipher.

In an embodiment, the device may further include a text display setting module configured for providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, wherein

the text deciphering and displaying module may be further configured for displaying text information in the mode of displaying text information set by the user using the text display setting module.

The disclosure further provides a mobile terminal configured for: in creating and initializing a text file, writing mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file, and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file; in reading mobile terminal ID information and stored information, loading the to-be-read mobile terminal ID information and ciphered information into a memory, determining a mode of displaying text information, and in displaying the read stored information, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the read mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext.

In an embodiment, the mobile terminal may be further configured for: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined and/or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, displaying ciphertext by:
on a display interface of the mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

In an embodiment, the mobile terminal may be further configured for: providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, and displaying text information in the mode of displaying text information set by the user via the interface for setting a mode of displaying text information.

With the method and device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, as well as the mobile terminal according to the disclosure, in creating and initializing a text file, first mobile terminal ID information is written in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, information to be stored is ciphered and written in the text file, and the text file is stored; in reading first mobile terminal ID information and stored information, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information are loaded into a memory; and a mode of displaying text information is determined; and in displaying the stored information, when it is determined to display text information as plaintext, authentication is performed to determine if a local second mobile terminal is authorized to decipher the ciphered information loaded in the memory accordingly to the loaded first mobile terminal ID information, and when the second mobile terminal is authorized, the ciphered information loaded in the memory is deciphered and displayed as plaintext. With the disclosure, information stored in a mobile terminal is ciphertext and an authorization for decipherment has to be authenticated before deciphered information can be deciphered.

Therefore, even if a second user connects a first mobile terminal of a first user to a computer via a USB and then copies data stored in the first mobile terminal to a second mobile terminal (especially of the same brand and the same model as the first mobile terminal), as identifier information of the second mobile terminal differs from that of the first mobile terminal, the second mobile terminal is not authorized to decipher the copied information, which then cannot be displayed or cannot be displayed normally. Thus, information stored in a mobile terminal of a user will not be stolen by someone else.

In addition, as mobile terminal ID information is available to no one other than a user of the mobile terminal, nobody can steal information stored in the mobile terminal using a PC-side software of the mobile terminal, thereby ensuring security of information stored in the mobile terminal.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of implementing a method for managing security of information in a mobile terminal according to the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a text file according to the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal according to the disclosure; and

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of implementing a method for managing security of information in a mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

According to embodiments of the disclosure, in creating and initializing a text file, first mobile terminal ID information is written in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, information to be stored is ciphered and written in the text file, and the text file is stored; in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information are loaded into a memory; a mode of displaying text information is determined; in displaying the stored information, when it is determined to display text information as plaintext, authentication is performed to determine if a local mobile terminal is authorized to decipher the ciphered information loaded in the memory according to the first mobile terminal ID information, and when the mobile terminal is authorized, the ciphered information is deciphered and displayed as plaintext.

The first mobile terminal ID information may be read by reading the starting part of the text file of a length of the first mobile terminal ID information. In reading the stored information, if the cipher information in the text file, starting from an offset point, may be read into the memory, where a length between a starting point of the text file and the offset point equals the length of the first mobile terminal ID information.

When a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined and/or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, ciphertext is displayed by: on a display interface of a second mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

The mobile terminal according to the disclosure may further provide a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, via which the user sets a mode of displaying text information, such as displaying text information as plaintext or displaying text information in cipher.

The disclosure is elaborated below with reference to accompanying drawings and specific embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of implementing a method for managing security of information in a mobile terminal according to the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the method includes steps as follows.

In Step 101, in creating and initializing a text file, first mobile terminal ID information is written in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, information to be stored is ciphered and written in the text file, and the text file is stored.

Specifically, in creating and initializing a text file, a first mobile terminal writes ID information uniquely identifying the first mobile terminal into the starting part of the text file.

Then, after a user inputs the information to be stored through an interface, the first mobile terminal writes the information input by the user into the text file immediately after the first mobile terminal ID information.

That is, data in the text file are formed by two parts, namely, a first part of data, that is, data in the starting part, which contains the first mobile terminal ID information, and a second part of data, that is, the user data information to be stored, which starts immediately after the first mobile terminal ID information.

Here, the first mobile terminal ID information is written only once when a file is initialized after the file is created, and is no longer written when user data are written subsequently.

Before writing the information to be stored into the text file, the first mobile terminal needs to cipher the information input by the user, which may be done using an existing ciphering algorithm such as MD5; then the ciphered information is written in the text file and the text file is stored. The structure of the text file is as shown in FIG. 2.

The first mobile terminal ID information may be: an Electronic Serial Number (ESN), a Mobile Equipment Identifier (IMEID), or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer. The first mobile terminal ID information serves as data for authenticating the authorization for decipherment of the text file when information is read subsequently. The first mobile terminal ID information identifies the mobile terminal creating the text file and the mobile terminal that is authorized to read and decipher the text file. Of course, the first mobile terminal ID information may also be: a ciphered ID obtained by converting an ESN, a MEID, or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer using, for example, an existing ciphering algorithm.

In Step 102, in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information are loaded into a memory.

Specifically, the first mobile terminal ID information may be read by reading the starting part of the text file of a length of the first mobile terminal ID information. In reading the stored information, the cipher information in the text file, starting from an offset point, may be read into the memory, where a length between a starting point of the text file and the offset point equals the length of the first mobile terminal ID information.

In addition, the mobile terminal according to the disclosure may provide a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, via which the user sets a mode of displaying text information, such as displaying text information as plaintext or displaying text information in cipher.

Specifically, a mode of displaying the stored information may be set. When a user uses a mobile terminal, text information may be displayed in the mobile terminal as plaintext or in cipher, for example. Meanwhile, an entry password for switching a mode of displaying text information may be set for a mobile terminal. The entry password is known only by the user of the mobile terminal, such that an illegal user cannot perform any illegal operation on a mode of displaying text information of the mobile terminal.

When the user of a mobile terminal sets a mode of displaying text information as plaintext, the mobile terminal displays text information as plaintext. When the user of a mobile terminal sets a mode of displaying text information in cipher, the mobile terminal displays text information as ciphertext, and may further disable a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

In Step 103, a second mobile terminal to display stored information determines a mode of displaying text information; and Step 104 is performed if text information is to be
When the user of the first mobile terminal sets that text information is to be displayed in cipher, the first mobile terminal displays the contact information in the phone book to the user in cipher while disabling a function of contact information creation, modification and deletion.

As shown in FIG. 4, a flow of reading and displaying contact information in a phone book by a second mobile terminal may include steps as follows.

In Step 401, a second mobile terminal reads contact information in a phone book from a database file into a memory.

In Step 402, the second mobile terminal determines a mode of display; Step 403 is performed if the file is to be displayed as plaintext, or Step 405 is performed if the file is to be displayed in cipher.

In Step 403, the second mobile terminal authenticates an authorization for decipherment according to a first ESN; Step 404 is performed if it is authenticated, or Step 405 is performed if the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated.

Specifically, the second mobile terminal reads a second ESN of the second mobile terminal itself, and the first ESN loaded in a memory from the starting part of the database file containing the contact information. When the first ESN and the second ESN are identical, or respective ciphered IDs of the first ESN and the second ESN are the same, the second mobile terminal is authenticated and Step 404 is performed; otherwise, the second mobile terminal is not authenticated and Step 405 is performed.

In Step 404, the second mobile terminal deciphers the contact information in the phone book loaded in the memory; and then Step 406 is performed.

In Step 405, the second mobile terminal displays ciphertext; and then Step 407 is performed.

That is, the contact information is not deciphered but is displayed as ciphertext while a function of contact information creation, modification and deletion is disabled.

Here, even if a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is set, the contact information is still displayed in cipher, and the function of contact information creation, modification and deletion is disabled.

In Step 406, the second mobile terminal displays contact information and then displays the contact information in the phone book as plaintext.

In Step 407, the flow of reading and displaying the contact information in the phone book ends.

When the user of a mobile terminal needs to add new contact information in a phone book, the following steps may be performed.

In Step 1, a user inputs, on an interface of a mobile terminal, new contact information, such as a name, a phone number, an Email address, an address, a company, a position and a birthdate of a new contact, and clicks "save".

In Step II, the mobile terminal ciphers the contact information input by the user and stores it in a memory, the ciphered contact information into cache data matching an interface of a database.

In Step 3, the mobile terminal writes the cache data into the database and finally writes the ciphered contact information in the phone book into a file system of the database through a database operation.

The flow of adding contact information to a phone book is then completed.

When a user of a mobile terminal needs to modify read contact information, the following steps may be performed.

In Step I, a user edits and modifies, on an interface of a mobile terminal, contact information, such as a name, a phone number, an Email address, an address, a company, a position and a birthdate of a contact, and clicks "save".
Here, the mobile terminal has displayed before the user, the contact information of a phone book as plaintext.

In Step II, the mobile terminal ciphers the contact information input by the user and converts, in a memory, the ciphered contact information into cache data matching an interface of a database.

In Step 3, the mobile terminal writes the cache data into the database to replace contact information in the database existing before the modification, and finally writes ciphertext of the modified contact information into a file system of the database through a database operation.

The flow of modifying contact information is then completed.

When a user of a mobile terminal needs to delete read contact information, the following steps may be performed.

In Step 1, a user selects contact information to be deleted on an interface of a mobile terminal and clicks 'OK'.

Here, the mobile terminal has displayed, before the user, the contact information of a phone book as plaintext.

In Step 2, the mobile terminal deletes the contact information to be deleted from a database.

In Step 3, the mobile terminal deletes the contact information to be deleted from a memory.

The flow of deleting contact information in a phone book is then completed.

These are four basic operations performed in a mobile terminal on contact information of a phone book, that is, reading and displaying, adding/creating, modifying, and deleting. Other management of contact information of a phone book may be implemented by combining the four basic operations.

The disclosure also provides a device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal. As shown in FIG. 3, the device includes a storage module, a text ciphering and writing module, a text reading module, a decipherment authorization authenticating module and a text deciphering and displaying module. The device may further include a ciphertext displaying module.

The text ciphering and writing module is configured for: in creating and initializing a text file, writing first mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file in the storage module.

The storage module is configured for storing the text file; the text reading module is configured for: in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information by a second mobile terminal, loading, from the storage module, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information into a memory.

The first mobile terminal ID information may be read by reading the starting part of the text file of a length of the first mobile terminal ID information. The second mobile terminal may read user data information starting from an offset point, where a length between a starting point of the text file and the offset point equals the length of the first mobile terminal ID information.

The decipherment authorization authenticating module is configured for: determining a mode of displaying text information; and in displaying the stored information by the second mobile terminal, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated; and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, sending the text deciphering and displaying module a notification of an authenticated authorization for decipherment.

The text deciphering and displaying module is configured for: after receiving the notification sent by the decipherment authorization authenticating module, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext.

The ciphertext displaying module may be further configured for: when receiving from the decipherment authorization authenticating module, a notification to display text information in cipher, displaying ciphertext by: on a display interface of the second mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

The decipherment authorization authenticating module may be further configured for: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined and/or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, sending the ciphertext displaying module the notification to display text information in cipher.

The device may further include a text display setting module configured for providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information. The text deciphering and displaying module may be further configured for displaying text information in the mode of displaying text information set by the user using the text display setting module.

In an actual application, the user may sets to display text information as plaintext or ciphertext using the interface for setting a mode of displaying text information.

The disclosure also provides a mobile terminal configured for: in creating and initializing a text file, writing mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file, and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file; in reading mobile terminal ID information and stored information, loading the to-be-read mobile terminal ID information and ciphered information into a memory, determining a mode of displaying text information, and in displaying the read stored information, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the read mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext.

The mobile terminal may be further configured for: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined and/or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, displaying ciphertext by:

on a display interface of the mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

The mobile terminal may be further configured for: providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, and displaying text information in the mode of displaying text information set by the user via the interface for setting a mode of displaying text information.

What described are merely embodiments of the disclosure and are not to be construed as limitation to the protection scope of the disclosure.
The invention claimed is:

1. A method for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, comprising steps of:
   - in creating and initializing a text file, writing first mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file;
   - in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information, loading the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information into a memory;
   - determining, by a hardware processor, a mode of displaying text information; and in displaying the stored information, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext; and when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, displaying ciphertext by
     - on a display interface of a second mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information are read by:
   - reading the first mobile terminal ID information by reading the starting part of the text file of a length of the first mobile terminal ID information, and reading the stored information in the text file starting from an offset point, wherein a length between a starting point of the text file and the offset point equals the length of the first mobile terminal ID information.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the first mobile terminal ID information is feature information uniquely identifying a first mobile terminal, and is:
   - an Electronic Serial Number (ESN), a Mobile Equipment Identifier (MEID), or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer;
   - or is: a ciphered ID obtained by converting an ESN, a MEID, or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer using a ciphering algorithm.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment is:
   - reading, by a second mobile terminal, the first mobile terminal ID information written in the starting part of the text file when the text file is created and initialized;
   - reading information on an ID of the second mobile terminal; comparing the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information;
   - or the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment is:
     - converting information on an ID of a second mobile terminal using a ciphering algorithm to obtain a ciphered second ID; comparing the ciphered second ID to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the ciphered second ID is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the ciphered second ID is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   - providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, via which the user sets a mode of displaying text information, wherein the mode of displaying text information comprises the mode of displaying text information as plaintext and a mode of displaying text information in cipher.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the first mobile terminal ID information is feature information uniquely identifying a first mobile terminal, and is:
   - an Electronic Serial Number (ESN), a Mobile Equipment Identifier (MEID), or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer;
   - or is: a ciphered ID obtained by converting an ESN, a MEID, or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer using a ciphering algorithm.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment is:
   - reading, by a second mobile terminal, the first mobile terminal ID information written in the starting part of the text file when the text file is created and initialized;
   - reading information on an ID of the second mobile terminal; comparing the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information;
   - or the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment is:
     - converting information on an ID of a second mobile terminal using a ciphering algorithm to obtain a ciphered second ID; comparing the ciphered second ID to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the ciphered second ID is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the ciphered second ID is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first mobile terminal ID information is feature information uniquely identifying a first mobile terminal, and is:
   - an Electronic Serial Number (ESN), a Mobile Equipment Identifier (MEID), or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer;
or is: a ciphered ID obtained by converting an ESN, a MEID, or a unique identifier of the first mobile terminal set by a mobile terminal manufacturer using a ciphering algorithm.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment is:
   reading, by a second mobile terminal, the first mobile terminal ID information written in the starting part of the text file when the text file is created and initialized;
   reading information on an ID of the second mobile terminal; comparing the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the information on the ID of the second mobile terminal is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information;
   or the step of authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment is:
   converting information on an ID of a second mobile terminal using a ciphering algorithm to obtain a ciphered second ID; comparing the ciphered second ID to the first mobile terminal ID information; and determining that the authorization for decipherment is authenticated when the ciphered second ID is identical to the first mobile terminal ID information; or determining that the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated when the ciphered second ID is not identical to the first mobile terminal ID information.

10. A device for managing security of information in a mobile terminal, comprising:
   at least one hardware processor;
   memory in electronic communication with the at least one hardware processor; and
   instructions stored in the memory, the instructions being executable by the at least one hardware processor, wherein the instructions comprise: a storage instruction, a text ciphering and writing instruction, a text reading instruction, a decipherment authorization authenticating instruction and a text deciphering and displaying instruction, wherein
   the text ciphering and writing instruction causes: in creating and initializing a text file, writing first mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file; and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and sending the storage instruction by the hardware processor;
   the storage instruction causes storing the text file;
   the text reading instruction causes: in reading the first mobile terminal ID information and the stored information by a second mobile terminal, loading, into the memory, the first mobile terminal ID information and the ciphered information stored by the storage instruction;
   the decipherment authorization authenticating instruction causes: determining a mode of displaying text information; and in displaying the stored information by the second mobile terminal, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the first mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory; and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, sending the hardware processor a notification of an authenticated authorization for decipherment; and
   the text deciphering and displaying instruction causes:
   after receiving by the hardware processor the notification sent by the decipherment authorization authenticating instruction, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext,
   wherein the instructions further comprise a ciphertext displaying instruction causing, when receiving by the hardware processor, a notification to display text information in cipher, displaying ciphertext by: on a display interface of the second mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion, wherein
   the decipherment authorization authenticating instruction causes: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, sending by the hardware processor, the notification to display text information in cipher.

11. The device according to claim 10, wherein the instructions further comprise a text display setting instruction causing providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, wherein
   the text deciphering and displaying instruction causes displaying text information in the mode of displaying text information set by the user using the text display setting instruction.

12. A mobile terminal, comprising at least one hardware processor for: in creating and initializing a text file, writing mobile terminal identifier (ID) information in a starting part of the text file, and in storing information, ciphering information to be stored, writing the ciphered information in the text file, and storing the text file; in reading mobile terminal ID information and stored information, loading the to-be-read mobile terminal ID information and ciphered information into a memory, determining a mode of displaying text information, and in displaying the read stored information, when a mode of displaying text information as plaintext is determined, authenticating, according to the read mobile terminal ID information, an authorization for decipherment of the ciphered information loaded in the memory, and when the authorization for decipherment is authenticated, deciphering the ciphered information loaded in the memory and displaying the deciphered information as plaintext,
   wherein the at least one hardware processor is further configured for: when a mode of displaying text information in cipher is determined or the authorization for decipherment is not authenticated, displaying ciphertext by on a display interface of the mobile terminal, displaying, in cipher, the information loaded in the memory while disabling a function of information creation, modification and deletion.

13. The mobile terminal according to claim 12, wherein the at least one hardware processor is further for: providing a user with an interface for setting a mode of displaying text information, and displaying text information in the mode of displaying text information set by the user via the interface for setting a mode of displaying text information.